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On a Sunday morning, after attending the worship service a young boy suddenly announced to his mother,
"Mom, I've decided to become a minister when I grow up." "Wow" said the mother, "that's okay with us, but
what made you decide to become a minister?" "Well," the boy replied, "You will make me go to church every
Sunday anyway, and I figure, it will be more fun to stand up and yell than to sit still and listen."

I assure you I am not going to yell but together with you praise and thank God for God's gracious call to the
ordained ministry that I obeyed on the 09th of July in my home church, the Tamil Evangelical Lutheran
Church in India. But it was not an easy path that led me to this call. 32 years ago I did not even know that
women could study theology let alone be ordained until I saw women pastors at the first Lutheran Women's
International Consultation! 20 years ago I felt convinced to study theology for my own edification, most
definitely not for becoming a pastor. All I needed was a recommendation letter from my bishop to enter the
seminary, but he refused to write one because he did not see how my theological education would be of any
use to the church since they did not ordain women. "When the going gets tough, the tough gets going". So I
did not give up but started studying on my own and took 5 years to complete my graduation while carrying on
as a full time mother and a full time national church worker.

My church ordained women for the first time in 2006 and did invite me to be ordained but since I did not want
to be ordained, I gave as many excuses as I could to my bishop and argued as much as I could with God, and
you can see eventually who won!

This is the third week that we reflect on Mathew Ch. 13 which gives us 9 parables to reflect on the Kingdom
of Heaven. The gospel text we read today has a series of 6 of 7 parables; The parable of the a mustard seed,
the yeast, the treasure hidden in a field, the pearl of great value, the net that was thrown into the sea that
caught fish of every kind and like the master of a household who brings out of his treasure what is new and
what is old."

These parables are like quick snapshots of photos or like a power point presentation that show the different
nuances of the Kingdom of Heaven or the Kingdom of God or the Reign of God. If you miss one, you do not
get that particular aspect that Jesus wants to impart to us. These parables indicate that the Kingdom of Heaven
is not just a distant prospect at our final end but as the one that we can see and experience, shape and
participate, own and possess. Each of the parables therefore needs to be explored for our understanding and
internalizing.

The Parable of the Mustard Seed and the Parable of the Yeast depict the small and perhaps very inconspicuous
or even a mundane beginning of God's kingdom that grows amidst the ordinariness of our daily activities. It is
as routine a job as sowing a small seed or kneading the dough to bake the bread, but the return is beyond
measure. The mustard seed grows so big that birds of the air comes for shade and nesting and we can use the
millions of mustard seeds to spice up our hot dogs and hamburgers.

It is said that three measures of flour is enough to bake bread for about 100-150 people. Add to it a tiny
quantity of yeast, wait and watch it. Yeast takes a while to work, and its working is silent and quite
mysterious. But as the fermentation process continues and the dough rises, the work of the hidden yeast
become visible. Once the flour is kneaded with the yeast, there's no way to stop it's rising! We are invited to
integrate into this Reign of God, and to submit ourselves to God the woman baker, to be kneaded and mixed,
pounded and patted kneaded and dusted till we are infused with God's transforming power to get some
extra-ordinary results; the plain flour then becomes the bread for many!
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Just as the yeast permeates the entire dough, so is the kingdom of heaven present everywhere, within us, in the
circumstances that is around us, in the lives of other people, and in fact everywhere if we choose to look.
When we make ourselves pliable in God's hand and wait patiently for God to act in our lives, then we will see
that what appears as insipid life as a lump of uninteresting dough is in fact bubbling with divine life and
potential. Jesus shared these two parables to encourage the disciples who faced the enormous task of
furthering the kingdom. How do these two parables encourage us today? Perhaps to some of us, our lives and
our work may appear ordinary, inconsequential, small, insignificant, but God's power with our small
beginning can make us yield great results.

The Parable of the Hidden Treasure and the Parable of the Pearl are both parables of discovery, joy, and
action on the part of the one who seeks. Kingdom of heaven is not only left to God to bring about and to act
upon. We need to play our part too.

A farmer purchased an old, run-down, abandoned farm. The fields were over grown with weeds, the
farmhouse was falling apart, and the fences were collapsing all around.
During his first day of work, the town preacher stopped by to bless the man's work, and said, "May you and
God work together to make this the farm of your dreams!"
A few months later, the preacher stopped by again to look at the farm. Lo and behold, it was like a different
place -- the farm house was rebuilt and in excellent condition, there were plenty of cattle and other livestock
happily munching on feed in well-fenced pens, and the fields were filled with crops planted in neat rows.
"Amazing!" the preacher said. "Look what God and you have accomplished together!"
"Yes, reverend," said the farmer, "but remember what the farm was like when God was working it alone!"
Though I said this in fun, we need to let God work in us and work together with God in all circumstances.
Without God I am a zero but with God I am a hero, a heroine who can do all things through Christ Jesus!

The pearl merchant in the next parable was actively looking for pearls, while in the other parable a man just
stumbled onto a treasure in a field. Both, however, recognized the overwhelming value of their discovery, and
sold everything to possess the treasure and the pearl. It was not uncommon in biblical times for people to bury
valuable possessions, because there were no secure banks to safeguard valuables.

If we have stumbled across such a hidden treasure, we would keep it as our great secret, but would rejoice in it
secretly, and would make all efforts to buy the land to possess that treasure. The exhilaration of knowing that
secret and the possibility of owning the treasure would makes us smile and act excited like a person secretly in
love. Kingdom of heaven needs to be sought after like that treasure or like the beautiful pearl those two guys
went all out to get.

What are we seeking in life? What is our heart's desire? Could becoming part of the Kingdom of heaven be
our grand passion? Are we prepared to give up some of the things we have to give up to grab that joy and
exhilaration that is contagious when we belong to God's kingdom?

After disclosing all these nuances of the kingdom of Heaven, Jesus asked his disciples, "Have you understood
all this?" They answered, "Yes." Understanding is important. This is well emphasized when we read the OT
passage about King Solomon who sought understanding from God and got wisdom and riches and everything
else besides. I think that was the neatest deal a guy could ever strike with God. To 'understand' is an essential
quality of discipleship. The disciples, however, understood only in part when Jesus asked the question "do you
understand?" Only after the resurrection and only after receiving the Holy Spirit would their eyes really be
opened to understand fully what it takes to be part of the kingdom of heaven.

Jesus said he spoke in parables to the people of his times because of the hardness of their hearts. They did not
want to or failed to understand his revelations on the kingdom of heaven and to his Messiahship. Therefore
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Jesus quoted the passage from Isaiah "you will indeed listen and never understand, and you will indeed look
and never perceiveâ�¦ For this people's heart has grown dull and their ears are hard of hearing; and they have
shut their eyes, so that they might not look with their eyes, and listen with their ears and understand with their
heart and turn and I would heal them. But he commended his disciples "But blessed are your eyes for they see
and your ears for they hear. Truly I tell you, many prophets and righteous people longed to see what you see
but did not see it, and to hear what you hear but did not hear it."

We are much more privileged than the disciples because the kingdom of heaven is revealed to us. It is
tangible, real and precious. We can taste it, possess it, rejoice in it, participate in it and in turn be transformed
by it. Today we are posed the same question Jesus asked his disciples "Have you understood all this?" Could
we respond with all our hearts and with all the excitement and passion that we could muster, and say "Yes,
Lord?" Amen!
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